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Abstract (en)
A slide type cosmetic stick vessel comprising a middle saucer (1) for holding a cosmetic stick, which has a engaging projection (2) formed on
the outer wall thereof, a body cylinder (3) having a longitudinal guide groove (4) through which the engaging projection (2) slides, a threaded
cylinder (6) fitted on the periphery of the body cylinder (3), said threaded cylinder (6) having a right-hand flight groove (7) with which the engaging
projection (2) is engaged, a cover cylinder (8) in which the threaded cylinder (6) is inserted and secured, said cover cylinder (8) having a second
engaging projection (9) formed on the outer wall of the lower portion thereof, a slide cylinder (10) secured to the outer wall of the lower end of the
body cylinder (3), said slide cylinder (10) having a rotation-stopping piece (11) formed on the outer wall thereof, an insert cylinder (12) fitted to the
periphery of the lower portion of the cover cylinder (8), said insert cylinder (12) having a left-hand flight groove (13) with which the second engaging
projection (9) is engaged and a longitudinal engaging groove (14) with which the rotation-stopping piece (11) is slidably engaged, and a middle
cylinder (15) in which the insert cylinder (12) is inserted and secured, wherein the middle saucer (1) and the slide cylinder (10) are slidable in the
longitudinal direction.
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